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One of the greatest books ever to be written on the United States, Democracy in
America continues to find new readers who marvel at the lasting insights Alexis de
Tocqueville had into our nation and its political culture. The work is, however, as
challenging as it is important; its arguments can be complex and subtle, and its sheer
length can make it difficult for any reader, especially one coming to it for the first time,
to grasp Tocqueville’s meaning. The Chicago Companion to Tocqueville’s
“Democracy in America” is the first book written expressly to help general readers and
students alike get the most out of this seminal work. Now James T. Schleifer, an expert
on Tocqueville, has provided the background and information readers need in order to
understand Tocqueville’s masterwork. In clear and engaging prose, Schleifer explains
why Democracy in America is so important, how it came to be written, and how different
generations of Americans have interpreted it since its publication. He also presents
indispensable insight on who Tocqueville was, his trip to America, and what he meant
by equality, democracy, and liberty. Drawing upon his intimate knowledge of
Tocqueville’s papers and manuscripts, Schleifer reveals how Tocqueville’s ideas took
shape and changed even in the course of writing the book. At the same time, Schleifer
provides a detailed glossary of key terms and key passages, all accompanied by
generous citations to the relevant pages in the University of Chicago Press
Mansfield/Winthrop translation. The Chicago Companion will serve generations of
readers as an essential guide to both the man and his work.
Catalogue for a full-career retrospective of the American realist artist and illustrator
John Sloan (1871-1951). This book features work from the Sloan collection at the
Delaware Art Museum.
Merriam Press Historical Fiction. 1949. American Rudy Chapman is planning his
escape from Communist East Germany. For the past decade, he has survived the Nazi
regime's brutality by teaching English in the tiny village of Grossheringen and
translating at a POW camp while secretly aiding Allied POW code writers. Rudy falls in
love with Miriam, a young Jewish woman in hiding, and remains optimistic that Miriam's
family is alive. At war's end, unseen forces pull the couple apart. Miriam is utterly
convinced her family has vanished, yet Rudy remains a Holocaust skeptic. Eventually
escaping to West Germany, Rudy is recruited by the Allies to assist post-war displaced
persons. Finally learning that the Holocaust was real, Rudy is devastated. Hoping to
start a new life with Miriam, he longs to reunite with her. But will Miriam survive her
daunting escape to the West?
Frames American history through personal and collective journeys Offering a blend of
political and social histories, The American Journey shows that our attempt to live up to
our American ideals is an ongoing journey--one that has become increasingly more
inclusive of different groups and ideas. With a goal of making American history
accessible, the authors offer a strong, clear narrative and provide students with the
tools they need to understand history. MyHistoryLab is an integral part of the Goldfield
program. Key learning applications include assessment, MyHistoryLab Video Series,
and History Explorer. A better teaching and learning experience This program will
provide a better teaching and learning experience--for you and your students. Here's
how: Personalize Learning - MyHistoryLab is an online homework, tutorial, and
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assessment program. It helps students prepare for class and instructor gauge individual
and class performance. Emphasize Outcomes - Learning Objective Questions at the
beginning of each chapter and a chapter review and thematic timeline ending each
chapter keep students focused on what they need to know. On MyHistoryLab, practice
tests help students achieve these objectives by measuring progress and creating
personalized study plans. Engage Students - A new pedagogically-driven design
highlights a clear learning path through the material and offers a visually stunning
learning experience in print or on a screen. With the Pearson eText, students can
transition directly to MyHistoryLab resources such as primary source documents,
videos, and mapping exercises. Improve Critical Thinking - Powerful learning
applications in MyHistoryLab--including Explorer mapping exercises, Closer Look
analyses of sources and topics, and Writing Assessments tied to engaging
videos--promote critical thinking. Support Instructors - MyHistoryLab, Instructor's eText,
MyHistoryLab Instructor's Guide, Class Preparation Tool, Instructor's Manual, MyTest,
and PowerPoints are available. 0133834298 / 9780133834291 The American Journey:
A History of the United States, Volume 2, Black & White plus NEW MyHistoryLab with
Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0205206549 /
9780205206544 NEW MyHistoryLab with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card
0205961975 / 9780205961979 The American Journey, Volume 2, Black & White
In this book immigrant minorities from Africa and the Caribbean tell their unique stories.
These 'new' Americans recount their travels in the American maze, and thus, allow their
voices to be heard. Who really cares for these voices? They do care and Americans
should care! Foreign born African Americans frequently find themselves in precarious
situations. They confront three intriguing questions: How Black are they? How much
racism do they endure? How do they survive in spite of the odds? In reality, they are
Blacks who are Black enough to encounter problems that other Blacks in America
experience. However, they also understand that they must succeed in a competitive
complex society like America. On the one hand, they are grateful to be in America; but
on the other hand, they wonder why they must cross so many rubicons to achieve their
goals. This book is unique! Never before have voices of Africans (from Africa and the
Caribbean) been heard in this manner!! These voices provide multidimensional cases
for scholars, educators, program planners, community leaders, and politicians. This
book could be a required text for courses in international/global education, intercultural
education, and multicultural education. It could also be a supplementary text for
courses in general education and African/African American Studies. In fact, it should be
on the reading list of every American interested in making our world a better place to
live.
This is the true story of Dr. Charles Johnson, an African American preacher who went
to Mississippi in 1961 during the summer of the Freedom Rides. Fresh out of Bible
School Johnson hesitantly followed his call to pastor in Mississippi, a hotbed for race
relations during the early 1960’s. Unwittingly thrust into the heart of a national tragedy,
the murder of three Civil Rights activists, he overcame fear and adversity to become a
leader in the Civil Rights movement. As a key African American witness to take the
stand in the trial famously dubbed the “Mississippi Burning” case by the FBI, Charles
Johnson played a key role for the Federal Justice Department, offering clarity to the
event that led to the Voting Rights Act of 1965. This story of love, conviction, adversity,
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and redemption climaxes with a shocking encounter between Charles and one of the
murderers. The reader will be riveted to the details of a gracious life in pursuit of the call
of God from the pulpit to the streets, and ultimately into the courtroom.
Comprehensive study guides including key topics, chapter notes section, true/false and
multiple choice questions with answer key, map evaluation exercises, and essay
questions.

This text places explains how and why jazz evolved as it did, as it emphasizes
chronology, historical cause and effect, and the interactions between music and
American history and culture.
Over 3 Million Copies Sold! Celebrate 50 years since the release of Phyllis
Schlafly's monumental A Choice Not an Echo, the book that launched the
conservative resurgence of the late 20th century. This special updated and
expanded edition contains 50 percent new material placing the book in its
historical context and applying the book's lessons to the issues of today.
Fort Worth history is far more than the handful of familiar names that every trueblue Fort Worther hears growing up: leaders such as Amon Carter, B. B.
Paddock, J. Frank Norris, and William McDonald. Their names are indexed in the
history books for ready reference. But the drama that is Fort Worth history
contains other, less famous characters who played important roles, like Judge
James Swayne, Madam Mary Porter, and Marshal Sam Farmer: well known
enough in their day but since forgotten. Others, like Al Hayne, lived their lives in
the shadows until one, spectacular moment of heroism. Then there are the
lawmen, Jim Courtright, Jeff Daggett, and Thomas Finch. They wore badges, but
did not always represent the best of law and order. These seven plus five others
are gathered together between the covers of this book. Each has a story that
deserves to be told. If they did not all make history, they certainly lived in historic
times. The jury is still out on whether they shaped their times or merely reflected
those times. Either way, their stories add new perspectives to the familiar Fort
Worth story, revealing how the law worked in the old days and what life was like
for persons of color and for women living in a man's world. As the old TV show
used to say, “There are a million stories in the 'Naked City.'” There may not be
quite as many stories in Cowtown, but there are plenty waiting to be told—enough
for future volumes of Fort Worth Characters. But this is a good starting point.
Behind Closed Doors: The Addiction To Power And Control, is the back-story of
McMillian's play in book form, The Anatomy Of A Woman Abused: One Woman's
Journey. The Anatomy" is loosely based on McMillian's twelve-year struggle to
survive an abusive marriage. Behind Closed Doors, shares details of how early
events in her life impacted subsequent life choices. In a published interview with
Trumpet Magazine McMillian revealed that most of her life was spent searching
for a male figure to mirror the close relationship she had with her father. He died
suddenly when she was ten years old. She said, "My relationship with my father
was the only example of a positive relationship that I had known, up until his
passing. I had the pre-conceived notion that all men would be like him. I was very
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naive". - Jaisun McMillian
Frames American history through personal and collective journeys Offering a
blend of political and social histories, The American Journey shows that our
attempt to live up to our American ideals is an ongoing journey-one that has
become increasingly more inclusive of different groups and ideas. With a goal of
making American history accessible, the authors offer a strong, clear narrative
and provide students with the tools they need to understand history.
MyHistoryLab is an integral part of the Goldfield program. Key learning
applications include assessment, MyHistoryLab Video Series, and History
Explorer. A better teaching and learning experience This program will provide a
better teaching and learning experience-for you and your students. Here's how:
Personalize Learning -- MyHistoryLab is an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment program. It helps students prepare for class and instructor gauge
individual and class performance. Emphasize Outcomes -- Learning Objective
Questions at the beginning of each chapter and a chapter review and thematic
timeline ending each chapter keep students focused on what they need to know.
On MyHistoryLab, practice tests help students achieve these objectives by
measuring progress and creating personalized study plans. Engage Students -- A
new pedagogically-driven design highlights a clear learning path through the
material and offers a visually stunning learning experience in print or on a screen.
With the Pearson eText, students can transition directly to MyHistoryLab
resources such as primary source documents, videos, and mapping exercises.
Improve Critical Thinking -- Powerful learning applications in MyHistoryLabincluding Explorer mapping exercises, Closer Look analyses of sources and
topics, and Writing Assessments tied to engaging videos-promote critical
thinking. Support Instructors -- MyHistoryLab, Instructor's eText, MyHistoryLab
Instructor's Guide, Class Preparation Tool, Instructor's Manual, MyTest, and
PowerPoints are available. This Book a la Carte Edition is an unbound, threehole punched, loose-leaf version of the textbook and provides students the
opportunity to personalized their book by incorporating their own notes and taking
the portion of the book they need to class - all at a fraction of the bound book
price.
The architect of the Dayton peace accords recounts the perilous diplomatic
negotiations that finally brought peace to Bosnia
The five United States military service academies are some of the most elite
schools in the nation, taking the finest high school students and turning them into
commissioned officers of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Coast Guard, and Merchant
Marine. Over 60,000 students a year begin the arduous process of applying, and
about 4,000 get in. At West Point alone, over 15,000 candidates start the
applications process. Less than a third of them finish it. Some figure out that they
aren’t going to be competitive, some get derailed with specific problems, and
some get lost and drop out even though they might have gotten in. From
applications to Congressional nominations, from athletics to medical
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qualifications, the process is unlike any other for getting into college. This book
leads students and their families through the process step by step, offering the
tools needed for the very best chance of success. Covering special issues and
concerns like LGBTQ, women and minorities, criminal records, and more, the
author also discusses whether attending a service academy is RIGHT for the
prospective student, and what he or she can expect upon acceptance,
admission, and attendance. Using his personal experience in helping his son
through the applications process, Michael Singer Dobson provides all candidates
with the ins and outs of the competition for a spot at one of these prestigious
schools.
The remarkable lives of those who have made their name defending, protecting and serving
the United States are examined in this series that details each subject's family background,
childhood, education, military pursuits and success; engaging text, color photos, primary
source and historic documents present groundbreaking events and milestones that led to a
lasting military and heroic legacy.
Looks at Ronald Reagan's leadership style through the writing and delivery of his speeches
while in office
Legacies; an American Journey, recounts the history of one family of Italian-American soldiers
and policemen, and their long battle against the Mafia, Fascism and Communism. It details
their sacrifices, triumphs and losses. This book recounts their flight to America to escape the
Mafia’s and Mussolini’s vengeance, and their military service in the American army during
World War II and Vietnam.
The American Journey: Chapter summariesSummary & Analysis of The Truths We HoldAn
American Journey | A Guide to the Book by Kamala HarrisZIP Reads
This brand new addition to the acclaimed "History Highway" series is essential for anyone
conducting historical research on North, Central, or South America. Complete with a CD with
live links to sites, it directs users to the best and broadest, most current information on U.S.,
Canadian, and Latin American history available on the Internet. "The American History
Highway": provides detailed, easy-to-use information on more than 1,700 websites; covers all
periods of U.S., Canadian, and Latin American History; features new coverage of Hispanic
American and Asian American History; includes chapters on environmental history,
immigration history, and document collections; all site information is current and up-to-date;
includes a CD of the entire contents with live links to sites - just install the disc, go online, and
link directly to the sites; and, also provides a practical introduction to web-based research for
students and history buffs of all ages.
The former Secretary of State recalls his youth, his military service, and his rise to the heights
of America's political and military elite.
This student resource guide is organized by chapter and contains chapter outlines, chapter
summaries, American Journey Online and InfoTrac College Edition Exercises, essay
questions, identification items, objective questions, and map exercises that are intended to aid
in the student's understanding of the material.
A church in deep debt with attendance down by the thousands. A college that had lapsed into
a coma, its buildings in shambles, its faculty demoralized, its enrollment at rock bottom. A
university facing lawsuits, scandal, and near-bankruptcy. Each situation involved different
financial needs, different lost dreams, different personal wounds. But they each had one thing
in common: each needed a leader who could restore hope, vision, and viability. Dr. Mark
Rutland has led three institutional turnarounds over the past twenty-five years. He has seen
organizations that were dying come to new life. And he knows the steps you need to take right
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now. How do you know what to do to help your church or organization make it, even when
circumstances and personnel challenges seem too much to handle? Here are the answers. As
Dr. Rutland writes in this New York Times bestseller, the true leader can say, “This book is for
the rugged visionaries who see in the wreckage a hope for the future and are willing to pay the
price for a relaunch.”
The author shares the story of his ascension to 10th-degree Shaolin kempo black belt and his
appointment as an honorary ambassador to China's legendary Shaolin Temple. Rare
techniques of more than 350 photos accompany this must-have book for every Shaolin
enthusiast!
PLEASE NOTE: This is a summary and analysis of the book and not the original book. If you'd
like to purchase the original book, please paste this link in your browser:
https://amzn.to/2XbI4oX In The Truths We Hold, Democratic senator and presidental candidate
Kamala Harris uses her life experiences to talk about the wide-ranging issues dearest to her,
issues she has relentlessly fought for through her public service career and continues to do as
she launches her campaign to become the first female president of USA. What does this ZIP
Reads Summary Include? - Synopsis of the original book - Chapter-by-chapter summaries Key themes from each chapter - An overview of Harris's presidential platform - Details from her
life and childhood as child of immigrants in America - Editorial Review - Background on
Kamala Harris About the Original Book:? Through her career as a lawyer and a politician,
Kamala Harris has taken a strong stace on social and economic reform and never hesitated to
fight for ideals she believes make America a great country. The Truths We Hold, released to
coincide with her campaign to win the Democratic Party’s nomination for the 2020 presidential
election, is a heart-to-heart account of the experiences that have shaped her convictions and
the reasons why our collective struggle for equality and dignity for all needs to continue as
strong as ever. DISCLAIMER: This book is intended as a companion to, not a replacement for,
The Truths We Hold: An American Journey. ZIP Reads is wholly responsible for this content
and is not associated with the original author in any way. Please follow this link
https://amzn.to/2XbI4oX to purchase a copy of the original book. We are a participant in the
Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to
provide a means for us to earn fees by linking to Amazon.com and affiliated sites.
The American Journey introduces readers to the key features of American political, social, and
economic history. Written in a clear, engaging style with a straightforward chronological
organization, it provides readers with a solid framework for understanding the past. It gives
prominent coverage to the West and South and highlights the importance of religion in
American history. It traces the emergence of distinctively American ideals and the way the
conflict between those ideals and reality has shaped our nation's development. It brings alive
the crucial issues and events behind the continuing effort of Americans to live up to their
ideals.
Emphasizing that thinking well and writing well are invariably connected, CRITICAL
THINKING, THOUGHTFUL WRITING, 6e delivers thorough coverage of the writing process,
going beyond the traditional rhetoric to teach you how to evaluate sources, images, and
arguments. This rhetoric with readings introduces the process of thinking critically as a
powerful approach to writing, to critically evaluating electronic and visual media, and to life in
general. Each chapter focuses on a critical-thinking skill--such as problem solving or analysis
of complex issues--that is explored through Thinking-Writing Activities and thematically linked
readings. Each of the readings challenges you to read actively, think critically, and then write
about the readings. The Sixth Edition offers provocative new readings, a four-color interior
design, expanded writing projects that help you fully interact with the writing process,
annotations to student essays, and more in-chapter questions to help you reflect on the
material. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
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product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Valuable teaching moments and life lessons are illustrated in a personal and colorful story told
by a successful immigrant parent. Immigrants struggle with merging two cultures. An American
Journey teaches life lessons with issues that are critical to immigrants: faith, values, family,
marriage, home, education, and friends.
THE STORY OF AMERICAN HISTORY FROM THE BEGINNING TO WORLD WAR I The
American Journey is a student-friendly presentation of American history, from pre-exploration
to World War I. Its unparalleled author team, including National Geographic, ensures accuracy
in every detail of the narrative, maps, and charts. - Foldables--student-made three-dimensional
graphic organizers--are a unique strategy that helps students read effectively and also can be
used as assessment or study tools. - A Guide to Reading, Reading Checks, and a Summary in
every chapter keep students on track as they learn to read for information and process what
they've read. - TIME Notebooks allow students to step into the past, learning about everyday
life in various periods and the "hot topics" of different eras. - National Geographic's Geography
and History features show students how geography and events intertwine to create the history
of a location or nation. - The program emphasizes skill development--from reading maps to
analyzing primary and secondary sources to exploring the connections between history and
geography, economics, government, citizenship, and current events.

This is Volume I (to 1865) of LIBERTY, EQUALITY, POWER: A HISTORY OF
THE AMERICAN PEOPLE, CONCISE EDITION, Third Edition. LIBERTY,
EQUALITY, POWER: A HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE, CONCISE
EDITION provides students with a clear understanding of how power is gained,
lost, and used in both public and private life. The Third Edition of this concise
version retains the narrative clarity, unparalleled coverage, and thematic unity of
the larger text while fashioning an unmatched integration of social and cultural
history into a political story. The concise version's emphasis on clarity and brevity
provides a leaner and clearer presentation for introductory American history
students. It retains the same strong chronological and thematic framework as the
larger text, but offers a more manageable option for instructors concerned about
having too much material and too little time. LIBERTY, EQUALITY, POWER: A
HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE, CONCISE EDITION is available in the
following volume splits: Liberty, Equality, Power: A History of the American
People, Concise Edition (Chapters 1-31), ISBN: 053426462X; Liberty, Equality,
Power: A History of the American People, Volume 1: To 1877, Concise Edition
(Chapters 1-17), ISBN: 0534264638; Liberty, Equality, Power: A History of the
American People, Volume II: Since 1863, Concise Edition (Chapters 17-31),
ISBN: 0534264646.
Written in a clear, engaging style with a straightforward chronological
organization,The American Journeyintroduces readers to the key features of
American political, social, and economic history. This new edition focuses more
closely on the theme of the American journey, showing that our attempt to live up
to and with our ideals is an ongoing process that has become ever more inclusive
of different groups and ideas.Covering the 1600s to the present, prominent
coverage is given to the West and the South, and the book highlights the
importance of religion in American history. Hundreds of maps, graphs, and
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illustrations help readers absorb history and bring it to life.For those interested in
a comprehensive study of U.S. history given in a flowing, lively narrative.
"An interesting, freshly developed, original theme on the hero quest as reflected
in the movies. It gives us much new room for thought about our most basic
assumptions."--Oliver Stone In contemporary America, myths find expression
primarily in film. What's more, many of the highest-grossing American movies of
the past several decades have been rooted in one of the most fundamental
mythic narratives, the hero quest. Why is the hero quest so persistently renewed
and retold? In what ways does this universal myth manifest itself in American
cinema? And what is the significance of the popularity of these modern myths?
The Hero and the Perennial Journey Home in American Film by Susan MackeyKallis is an exploration of the appeal of films that recreate and reinterpret this
mythic structure. She closely analyzes such films as E.T., the Star Wars trilogy,
It's a Wonderful Life, The Wizard of Oz, The Lion King, Field of Dreams, The
Piano, Thelma and Louise, and 2001: A Space Odyssey. Elements of the quest
mythology made popular by Joseph Campbell, Homer's Odyssey, the perennial
philosophy of Aldous Huxley, and Jungian psychology all contribute to the
compelling interpretive framework in which Mackey-Kallis crafts her study. She
argues that the purpose of the hero quest is not limited to the discovery of some
boon or Holy Grail, but also involves finding oneself and finding a home in the
universe. The home that is sought is simultaneously the literal home from which
the hero sets out and the terminus of the personal growth he or she undergoes
during the journey back. Thus the quest, Mackey-Kallis asserts, is an outward
journey into the world of action and events which eventually requires a journey
inward if the hero is to grow, and ultimately necessitates a journey homeward if
the hero is to understand the grail and share it with the culture at large. Finally,
she examines the value of mythic criticism and addresses questions about myth
currently being debated in the field of communication studies.
The Oregon Trail by Rinker Buck | Summary & Analysis Preview: Rinker Buck's
The Oregon Trail: A New American Journey chronicles Rinker and his brother's
experiences reliving the journey taken by the original nineteenth-century travelers
of the Oregon Trail. At the same time, the author goes through his own mental
and emotional journey and comes to grips with a variety of issues, such as being
a pack rat and his relationship with his father... PLEASE NOTE: This is a
summary and analysis of the book and NOT the original book. Inside this
Instaread Summary & Analysis of The Oregon Trail * Summary of book *
Introduction to the Important People in the book * Analysis of the Themes and
Author's Style
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